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Abstract. The full name of CDC is Continuous Damping Control, CDC damper is an important part 
of the Semi-active suspension system, and its damping force is controlled by a solenoid valve. We 
put the CDC damper as the research object，according to its structure and working principle to 
establish the corresponding mathematical model of hydraulic pressure. CDC damper characteristics 
curve is obtained by simulation, and compared with the experimental data. Results show that the 
experimental curve and the simulation curves are basically identical，so simulation model can 
provide the theoretical reference for design and characteristics analysis of the CDC damper. 

Introduction 
Compared with traditional damper, CDC damper used in Semi-active suspension system can 

significantly increase the ride and the handling [3]. As an important part of the semi-active 
suspension control system, design and research of CDC damper is very important. In domestic, the 
study of the CDC damper more concentrated on the aspect of control algorithm, and the theoretical 
study of the structure is less. 

The working principle of CDC damper and traditional damper is similar, just add a controllable 
CDC solenoid valve [1]. We can start by controlling the duty cycle of the PWM wave to change the 
solenoid valve current, then change the orifice throttling area, realize the continuous control of 
damping force. The larger current is, the smaller damping force will be. 

Structure and Working principle of CDC damper 

The structure and working principle of CDC damper as shown in Figure.1，it is consist of 
compression chamber, rebound chamber, oil storage chamber, middle chamber, piston rod, piston 
valve system, bottom valve system and solenoid valve assembly, etc. Piston valve system and 
bottom valve system is check valve as valve plates - throttling mouth type. Solenoid valve assembly 
is consist of flood valve, check valve and current control valve which controlled by the PWM wave.  

 
Figure.1 structure and working principle of CDC damper 

During the compression stroke, check valve (between the bottom valve system and the oil 
storage chamber) is closed, Oil pressure of the compression chamber is on a rise, piston valve 
system is opened, the oil flow from the compression chamber into the rebound chamber. Excess oil 
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flow (because the piston rod into the working-cylinder) from big restrictor (between middle 
chamber and rebound chamber) into the middle chamber, then flow from CDC solenoid valve 
assembly back to the oil storage chamber. 

During the rebound stroke，bottom valve system is opened, piston valve system is closed, oil 
flow from oil storage chamber into compression chamber. The oil of rebound chamber flow form 
big restrictor into middle chamber, then flow form CDC solenoid valve assembly into oil storage 
chamber. 

From the above analysis, we can know that whether rebound stroke or compression stroke, the 
oil always goes through the CDC solenoid valve assembly and one-way flow. So, we can start by 
controlling the PWM duty cycle to change the solenoid valve current, then change the orifice 
throttling area, realize the continuous control of damping force. 

Mathematical model of CDC damper 
To build a completely accurate CDC damper mathematical model is very complex and difficult. 

In order to establish mathematical model for enough precision, we make these hypothesizes [4]: 1, 
CDC damper has no leakage of liquid and gas in the process of work. 2, oil temperature change 
does not affect the CDC damper characteristics. 3, ignore the gravitational potential energy caused 
by oil flow and the influence of gravity of piston rod. 4, ignore the friction between the piston and 
working-cylinder. 5, the oil bulk modulus is constant. 6，the change in pressure had no effect on the 
deformation of damper components. According to the structure and working principle of CDC 
damper, establish the corresponding mathematical model of hydraulic pressure，as shown in figure1. 
Set the average pressure of compression chamber , rebound chamber ,middle chamber, oil storage 
chamber respectively is: P1, P2, P3, P4. The pressure difference on both sides of check valve, flood 
valve respectively is:ΔPdg，ΔPdy. Flood valve opening pressure isΔPy0，oil density isρ. 
Sectional area of piston and piston rod respectively is: Ah，Ag. Ddy is the diameter of the flood 
valve orifice .Atmospheric pressure is Pair，Ce is flow coefficient of orifice, Apwm is the opening 
area of orifice controlled by current. Speed of the piston upward movement is V，as the positive 
direction. 

In the oil storage chamber，gas compression and expansion can be nearly considered as adiabatic 
process. According to the principle of force balance，we can think that the pressure of the liquid is 
equals to the pressure of the gas. At the same time, as the big restrictor is much bigger, so the 
resistance of the throttle can be ignored, the oil pressure of the middle chamber and rebound 
chamber is equal, then: 

4 * 4 Pr 0 * 0 ；k kP V Vr=                                                       (1) 
4 0 * ；V Vr Ag X= +                                                                        (2) 
2 3;P P=                                                                                (3) 

In the formula，the pressure and volume of gas changes (before and after) respectively is：Pr0, 
Vr0, P4, V4. X is vertical displacement of the CDC damper. 

According to the structure of the CDC solenoid valve assembly, the throttle orifice controlled by 
PWM wave is composed of six same size round holes, the larger current is, the smaller damping 
force will be. The area of the fixed orifice of check valve is Adg, it is consist of 10 rectangular holes. 
Flood valve opening area is related to its edge pressure difference on both ends. Under the action of 
pressure difference, the deflection of flood valve opening is Hdy, then: 

Adgi, (i=1 10)Adg = ∑                                                                      (4) 
3* ( Pdy Py 0) / hHdy Gdy= ∆ − ∆                                                     (5) 

∆ + ∆ = −3 4Pdg Pdy P P                                                           (6) 
In the formula, h is Valve plate thickness. Gdy is bending deformation coefficient of valve plate. 

The CDC solenoid valve has two kinds of working mode, with electricity or no electricity. Piston 
moves up and down, causing the volume changes of oil in compression and rebound chamber, V> 0 
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is the rebound stroke and V< 0 is the compression stroke. When the viscous fluid flow through the 
throttle, according to the relationship between the flow rate and pressure difference，we can find[6]： 

1. Current control valve working with power.   

ρ
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− > 
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Simultaneous equation(1)-(9),CDC damper force is： 
 = − − − <

= 
= − + − + >

1 * 2 * (Ah Ag) Pair* Ag (V 0)

1 * 2 * (Ah Ag) Pair* Ag (V 0)

Fopeny p Ah p
Fopen
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2. Current control valve working without power, the oil pressure is large enough and oil only 
flow from check valve and flood valve back to the oil storage chamber: 

ρ π ρ
<
= ∆ = ∆

− > 
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Simultaneous above equation, CDC damper force is： 
 = − − − <

= 
= − + − + >

1 * 2 * (Ah Ag) Pair* Ag (V 0)

1 * 2 * (Ah Ag) Pair* Ag (V 0)

Fclosey p Ah p
Fclose
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Contrast of Simulation and experiment 
According to Chinese damper test standard QC/T545 [2], we adopt sine excitation method for 

CDC damper, and experiment system is shown in figure .2. The relationship between the speed and 
frequency of vertical movement of damper piston is as follows: 

 1000 * / * Xf V π=  

 
Figure.2 CDC damper characteristics test and simulation model 

 
            Figure.3 contrast of simulation and experiment (Fmax and Fmin)  

We can control the current of CDC solenoid valve by controlling the duty cycle of PWM wave, 
and get the CDC damper’s F - S curve and F - V curves under different opening of orifice. 
According to the experiment data to calculate the effective work current of this CDC damper, its 
effective working current is range from 0.3A to 1.5A.Through the matlab/simulink simulation, 
change size of Apwm, make it match to the different current size. Under different current and speed, 
contrast of simulation data and experimental data is shown in figure 3. 
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Figure.4 contrast of simulation and experiment (F - S) 

 
Figure.5 contrast of simulation and experiment (F -V) 

By comparing the simulation curves with experimental curves of CDC damper(F-S,F-V)，as 
shown in firure.4 and figure.5, in three kinds of working conditions（CDC damper current 
respectively is:0A,0.8A,1.6A . and solenoid valve throttle mouth area of simulation model 
respectively is：Apwm（min），0.5*Apwm，Apwm（max））,we can find that the simulation curves 
and the experimental curves are basically identical, the error of data within the scope of control. 

Summary 
According to the structure and the working principle of CDC damper, establish the 

corresponding mathematical model of hydraulic pressure. Compared the simulation curve with the 
experimental data, we can find that the simulation model is effective. This simulation model can 
provide the theoretical reference for design and characteristics analysis of the CDC damper. 
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